Why are transformed cells immortal? Is the process reversible?
Normal cells have finite proliferative potential in culture. In contrast, cells derived from tumors immortalized by chemical carcinogens or viruses are able to divide indefinitely. A question of major importance is the mechanism that limits the proliferative potential of normal cells, and conversely, the process by which immortal cells have escaped irreversible growth cessation. To address this question we fused a number of different normal human fibroblast cell lines with various immortal human cell lines and determined the proliferative behavior of the resulting hybrids. In all cases the hybrids had a limited ability to proliferate in culture. These results suggested that the finite proliferative capacity of normal human cells was dominant and that immortal cells had acquired recessive changes in their genetic program, which allowed them to escape senescence. We were also able to assign approximately 30 immortal human cell lines to four complementation groups for indefinite division.